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Most companies have switched to Or are planning on running Windows 7. But with Windows XP holdouts ready to side-step Windows 7 with the upcoming Windows 8 operating system, it risks a gap in support, stresses research firm Gartner in a new first take analysis of Windows 8
migration in the company. Gartner analysts Michael A. Silver, David W. Cearley and Stephen Kleynhans acknowledge that it's tempting for organizations running late with Windows 7 to give up the operating system, but with support for Windows XP ending in April 2014, organizations are
closing it down. Microsoft has not announced a general release date for windows 8, but Gartner believes the company may target back-to-school customers in 2012 — in this case, the RTM (released to manufacturing) of Windows 8 would likely start around April 2012, a date that would
allow general availability by mid year 2012. Even if Microsoft meets a very aggressive timeline, ISVs and companies are likely to need 9 to 18 months to acquire and test supported applications and plan deployments, according to the Gartner report. This means that most organizations will
not be able to start installing Windows 8 until the end of 2013. And five or six months after windows xp goes off life support. At its BUILD developer conference this month, Microsoft unveiled the Developer Preview version of Windows 8, unveiling details about metro sharing-based UI, the
compatibility with Windows 7 applications, the ease of building Windows 8 apps, and the various device and form factors that Windows 8 will run on. Microsoft focused more on what Windows 8 means to developers and consumers than it departments. But in an interview, Rich Reynolds,
GM for Windows Commercial Marketing, stressed Windows 8 enterprise security and network improvements over the well-received Windows 7. And then there's the pill factor. Windows 8 will run on all the hardware on which Windows 7 runs and will use arm-based chips on lower-
performing devices like tablets, a market now dominated by the iPad that is becoming increasingly important to businesses as employees become increasingly dependent on personal devices for work. Some examples of new or improved enterprise features in Windows 8, according to
Microsoft Reynolds: Better use of Direct Access, a networking service in Windows 7 that allows mobile workers to connect to corporate networks without using a VPN; BitLocker encryption is simplified in Windows 8, so only the sectors of hard disks that contain the data are encrypted and
the task would be done while you work; in addition, Windows 8 will introduce a feature called Secure which prevents malware from booting up before the OS boot up. We're obviously excited about the new features in Windows 8, but for enterprise customers using Windows XP, we
recommend that we focus on speeding up Windows 7 deployments, says Reynolds. End XP Extended Support Support April 2014, which leaves organizations little time to transition to Windows 8. In fact, in most cases, we don't think it's possible. To this end, Gartner introduces four
recommendations for enterprise retentions in Windows XP, which come at the crossroads of the deployment strategy. Organizations running Windows XP and working on Windows 7 migrations: Continue as planned; do not switch to Windows 8. Organizations that have difficulty making
forklift upgrades: Consider starting Windows 8 through dropout. Organizations interested in new devices enabled by Windows 8: Consider Windows 8, even if you want to miss Windows 8 for traditional PCs. Shane O'Neill is a member of Microsoft, Windows, operating systems, productivity
apps, and online CIO.com. Follow Shane on Twitter @smoneill. Follow everything CIO.com on Twitter@CIOonline and Facebook. Email Shane soneill@cio.com Copyright © 2011 IDG Communications, Inc. by ExtremeTech staff on January 13, 2005 at 1:37pm This site can earn affiliate
commissions for links to this site. Terms. Tips used in Top Tips come from the ExtremeTech forum and written by the community. Question nlira Background: I have internet access via cable modem. The modem is connected to the Linksys router. Three computers are connected to the
router. Two run xp pro SP2 and the other runs W2K.1. On XP computers, I can not make some websites (I use MS IE), error msg standard browser msg Can not find server, although the W2K computer , I find the website just fine. On some websites, I can browse ok. I have tried turning off



the XP firewall, no difference. I have checked the settings on the browser and ensure there is nothing unusual in settings and that the settings on the W2K and the XP computers are the same.2. On a computer I installed XP and then immediately SP2. I can't install my yahoo toolbar on this
computer. There is no error, it just does not install. On the other XP computer, I installed XP, then my yahoo toolbar, and then SP2. No problem there.3. On the W2K, one is able to set the login so that no login is required, ie turn on the machine and go directly to Windows, if you use the
screen saver, just move the mouse or press the button and you're right back to where you left off. On XP, I am unable to figure out how does it work in the same way. It seems you either use the user welcome screen (where it shows the user Id and click on the user to get in) or you disable
it, but then it pops up the log on screen asking for a password. Any idea about these problems? Answer abruzzese It worked for me... 1. stop everything ... pc, router, cable modem.2. Restart the cable modem3. restart the router4. start the pcs. I had an XPsp2 which refused to refuse
recognizes DNS servers until I restart the router. Pre sp2, the XP boxes worked just fine. Response from rvoll get TweakUI — it's a PowerToy from Microsoft, and they have an autologon setting that will bypass the welcome screen. To prevent the computer from logging on when it is added
to the screen saver, go to the display properties, the screensaver, and make sure that the continuation, password protection box is not checked. Then press Power... button to the dialog box, go to the special tab and clear the prompt for password ...... You have to stop... Do you have a
better answer? Post it to the discussion board that generated the tip. Chrome's incognito mode securely trembles across the Internet without fear of saving all your data to your computer. To keep your history private on your laptop or Chromebook, we've taken two simple steps to teach you
how to use incognito mode in Chrome. We all visit websites on our laptops that we don't necessarily want anyone else to know about. And while deleting your browsing history ensures that no one can see the websites you visit under Chrome's history manager, it's much easier to easily
ensure that a single trace of your browsing experience doesn't appear on your computer. Use incognito mode in Chrome: Step 1: To open incognito mode, start Chrome and click the three dotted icons in the upper-right corner of the screen. There are only a few seconds left to browse
incognito mode. MORE: Open multiple tabs in Start Up with ChromeStep 2: Click New Incognito Window and start browsing. Alternatively, you can press Ctrl+ Shift + N to show a new tab in incognito mode without having to type in the Chrome settings menu. In incognito mode, Chrome
doesn't track which websites you've visited. Chrome doesn't keep a record of websites you visit in incognito mode. However, downloaded materials and bookmarks are saved. And while incognito windows prevent Chrome from saving data about your browsing history, it can't prevent other
programs from doing the same. So don't use the feature and expect to keep your browsing history secret in your office IT department. Oh, and while incognito mode gives you dark screens if you want to look for all your tabs, check out our guide to Chrome's dark mode. Minimalism has
made Google's search engine a blow-out success at the turn of the millennium. Even today, google's home page is simply a logo, a search bar and some of your favorite treats. This iconoclastic approach has revolutionized how we search the internet. Google took the same formula and
applied it to the Chrome browser when it launched in 2008. Today, competitors compete to be no-frills Chrome has solidified itself as the internet's most popular browser. Easy to use and navigate, gets the best security signals, syncs settings between devices, so many extensions, and the
built-in Password Manager and generator are the best things to do since sliced bread. You have a lot to love. Do you have some drawbacks? Relatively, of course. It's a bit big in download size compared to their peers. Others tested it faster and less resource hog. There can only be 10
shortcuts on the Google home page. The most passionate case against Chrome against Google: Their tentacels touch and see everything. For most users, they are all liveable as the benefits. It all starts with Chrome's well-designed user interface, which set the standard a decade ago.
Chrome's light white background with gray accents and text is more inviting than ever. Relying on icons allows Chrome to provide a large window space that allows you to focus on your site while Chrome recedes in the background. The top pane is as discreet as they come. This is where
you'll find the pages. This is a page per site that allows you to create a browser window with any number of tabs. You can easily move pages to new windows, just drag and drop them. Just below that all navigation elements show as nifty icons. These are the usual Back, Forward, Reload,
Home, search bar or title bar, the star icon of the Favorite on the page, and then the utility options. When you open a new tab, a third bar appears with the Favorites bar, but that goes away when you navigate to a website. The lower pane of the window appears only when you point to a link
or download a file. By default, opening the new tab will add the cursor to the search. You never have to go www.google.com to find anything - typing a query at Chrome's command line activates Google search. This is when Google doesn't finish it for you. The autofill algorithm is close to
skynet intelligence level. Speaking of Skynet, Google would of course like you to sign in to your Google Account when you install Chrome. Chrome syncs this account in google's product plan — Gmail, YouTube, Drive, Docs, etc. This is especially good, because it doesn't matter if you use
Chrome on another computer, say on a work laptop. Once logged in, you get the same configuration as the menu of the ten states of the two McDonalds. The browser features that distinguish Extensions. Chrome has countless developers who are stirring up new extensions — they might
be called plug-ins — all the time. These are small pieces of software that you add to Chrome to change the user experience; like an app for your smartphone. They range from functional things like ad blockers, privacy enhancers, to page consoles like OneTab, which reduces memory usage
and improves page management. These include aesthetic mods that can change the appearance of Wikipedia, the home page and add atmospheric lighting to your Chrome experience. There are thousands of extensions you can use to customize Chrome. Incognito and guest modes.
Sometimes you just have to hide it. The reasons are yours. Incognito mode disables browsing history and web cache. This allows you to visit websites without a trace and not store local information about your visit because you do not save cookies. Although no data is stored on your local
computer, the websites you visit retain your information. Guest mode similarly does not save browser history or cookies, and is a great tool if someone borrows your computer or browses publicly. Password manager. Hands down, Chrome Password Manager is one of the most useful
features. In this day and age, when the average person has an account with hundreds of different websites or services, it's hard to keep track of their credentials. Especially if you do not want to commit the security cardinal sin numero uno: the same login / password everywhere. Chrome
recommends randomized passwords to combat this. Hopefully you're better than that, but instead of writing them down on a note card on your desktop, you can choose Chrome Password Manager.Security. Chrome has some native features to help protect you from phishing and malware.
Chrome may prevent you from accessing a particular website without making an override decision. This is the workplace safety service. An icon appears at the command line of the red lock or triangle and exclamation point. Plus, Chrome is built in a sandbox environment that actually helped
make the internet safer. The architecture demands more than words than this review endures, but the point is that Chrome provides an extremely secure and secure browser experience. Where can I run this program? Chrome for desktop runs on Windows 7 and later, Mac OS X and Linux.
It also has an iOS app and is the default, optimal choice for Android phone users. Is there a better alternative? Unless you're a tech fan you might be surprised by the choice of browser today. Chrome's common alternatives include Mozilla Firefox and Microsoft Edge, while several niche
players from Opera, Brave and Vivaldi have their own unique impressive features. Would you believe that Firefox is the only browser in this list (yes, including Edge) that doesn't use the Chromium open source development environment that runs Chrome? This means that Chromium-based
browsers use the same web security superlatives as Chrome, but they move in slightly different directions. • Firefox is the second most popular browser and has a similar feel to Chrome. This may be the easier choice if you're not a Google app kind of person.• Edge continues to catch up
and claims to be safer and faster, but the evidence remains limited.• Opera has a built-in VPN and ad blocker that's stricter than Chrome and uses Chrome extensions.• Vivaldi is a one-stopper. It has user interface customization and great features such as page hoarding, tab tiling, and
note-taking.• Brave boasts the highest speeds due to iron fist ad blocking. Google Chrome has intuitive, fast, secure, infinite extensions, integrates Google account, built-in ad blocker and Adobe Flash, manage and recommend passwords, incognito mode offers... the list continues. Chrome
is the default choice for today's browsers. Others exist as alternatives to Chrome, not the other way around. The potential drawbacks are privacy concerns due to Google's ubiquity, as it shows that it is more of a resource burden than a few alternatives, and since Google's place in the
ecosystem may feel more like a platform than a browser. Still, it ticks all the boxes and shows no signs of being outrun. Download? Yes. However, you'll always need to install multiple browsers if certain websites (usually older government or educational sites) don't load properly in Chrome.
Chrome.
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